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Background
- During the 300 million handoffs that occur annually, ineffective handoff communications occur at a rate of 19.8-31%.
- The National Patient Safety Goals from the Joint Commission discuss the importance of shift report as a communication tool stating that 80% of sentinel events are due to lack of communication.
- 41% increase in nurse perceived satisfaction with a shift handoff report process after an education intervention was provided on the use of a standardized tool for conducting shift handoff report.

Purpose: Decrease anxiety of newly hired nurses during bedside shift report by providing a tool to use to navigate the professional exchange report (PER) in Epic, thus improving nurse confidence.

Evidence
- Studies show that simulation-based and peer-based training increased clinical confidence and competence for new nurses during bedside shift report.
- Research has shown that implementation of a standardized bedside handoff resulted in improved perception of communication among nurses and decreased length of handoff time.
- A structured end of shift report has the potential to reduce content omissions and lengthy or disorganized reports. (Welsh, Flanagan, & Ebright, 2010)
- Using the standardized report tool improved the thoroughness and completeness of shift reports, reduced the time spent by nurses searching for missed information and starting their shift which decreased the use of overtime. (Chung, Davis, Moughrabi, & Gawlinski, 2011)

Implementation
- Conduct a pre-comfort survey for nurses within one year of practice
- Provide the PER report guide through handouts, email, and verbal education
- Reassess comfort levels of PER use with post-survey two weeks after initial survey

Outcome
- Comfort levels for nurses with less than one year of practice increased by 0.61.
- Comfort levels for all nurses also increased 0.1.

After examining the results, the use of a standardized report guide to help navigate through the PER improved the comfort levels of all nurses, especially in nurses with less than one year of experience, resulting in effective handoffs.
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